Chairside CAD/CAM Technology: A Positive “Disruption” in Dentistry

With the introduction of a new generation of chairside computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems, what was once considered a niche technique for dental enthusiasts has rapidly transformed to become a standard of care. These new digital systems allow for unprecedented ease of use, accuracy, and speed, and enable clinicians to provide better services and care for patients.

Many of the new CAD/CAM dentistry systems that have hit the market in the past year represent a significant leap ahead of past systems, even to the point of surpassing conventional elastomeric impressions in terms of not only accuracy and ease, but also final product quality. CAD/CAM will likely become even more mainstream in 2014, because the scanning technology and design software has advanced to where it is now truly an innovation that causes clinicians to change how they think, behave, conduct business, and treat patients. The author refers to CAD/CAM as a “disruptive innovation,” in that it is displacing an existing procedure or service with something new, more efficient, profitable, and worthwhile.

Improved Impressioning
In the past a digital impression didn’t really provide any true advantage over a conventional impression because of the need for expensive powders, difficult and time-consuming imaging, and the fact that no meaningful extra information was captured beyond what can be gained with a traditional impression. Now, however, with new scanning technology there is a significant advantage in working on a modern digital scan compared with a poured model. The newest generation of digital models is not only significantly faster compared to a physical impression, but they also contain a vast amount of additional useful data. For example, many systems overlay a color effect or fuse high contrast black and white photographs on the model that make margin-marking clear and easy. This extra information alone has propelled digital dentistry into a new age, in addition to its other advancements such as powderless video speed imaging, automatic articulation, intuitive design software, bridges, implant abutments, and STL file export. Indeed, CAD/CAM has progressed substantially within the past year.

Return of the Partial Coverage Restoration
In the author’s practice, the conservative single-visit CAD/CAM ceramic onlay restoration has made the large composite filling obsolete. Recent advances in chairside CAD/CAM systems have enabled quality lithium-disilicate or nanoceramic onlay restorations to be completed from start to finish in less than an hour and for a reasonable cost to the patient ($500). In the author’s experience, this type of restoration is less stressful, faster, and easier than performing a quality direct resin restoration. Moreover, current direct resins simply do not have the long-term durability compared with CAD/CAM, and problems can become more pronounced as the direct resin becomes larger in size.1-5 Nevertheless, resin-based composite (RBC) has remained the most common dental restorative material used. Posterior RBC restorations have a higher incidence of recurrent caries and need replacement more often compared to older alternatives such as amalgam restorations.1-3 While a resin filling lasts an average of about 6.5 years, amalgam fillings have an average lifespan of 11 to 12 years, and ceramic onlay restorations offer a greater than 90% success rate at 10 years.2-11 After 8 years, the failure rate for large posterior RBC restorations was 50% greater than amalgam restorations.9 Furthermore, recurrent caries incidence is 3.5 times higher in RBC restorations than high-copper amalgam (HCA) restorations.1 In contrast, the ceramic onlay is an extremely durable restoration.9-12 One study followed 547 posterior restorations and concluded the survival of onlays to be 92.4% at 12 years, with bruxism not negatively impacting survival; location also did not negatively impact survival.8 Posselt and Kerschbaum followed 2,328 CAD/CAM restorations and the Kaplan-Meier projected survival was 95.5% at 9 years.10 Average survival rates for IPS Empress (Ivoclar
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Vivadent, www.ivoclarvivadent.com) inlays and onlays was found to range from 96% at 4.5 years to 91% at 7 years. These impressive survival rates will likely become even higher with the newer generation of high-strength ceramics such as lithium disilicate.

Better Crowns and Bridges

CAD/CAM technology enables the clinician to fabricate restorations that fit as well as or better than laboratory-fabricated restorations. For example, a study of ceramic onlay restorations compared CAD/CAM restorations to laboratory-pressed restorations and found that the CAD/CAM restorations had better marginal fit. Four-unit fixed partial dentures (FPDs) fabricated using a digital intraoral scanner were found to have better fit than restorations fabricated on the same cases using conventional impression techniques. In another study, clinicians evaluated over 117 cases where two restorations were made—one by CAD/CAM and the other by a lab—and were asked to choose which one they thought was better. Blind to which crown was which, they chose the crown made digitally 68% of the time.

CAD/CAM’s high level of accuracy and predictability combined with a new generation of materials that have equal or better success than porcelain-fused-to-metal restorations has fueled the current digital revolution. Gehrt et al followed 104 e.max’ (Ivoclar Vivadent) crowns in 44 patients and found the survival rate for all restorations was 94.8% after 8 years of clinical service, with location not significantly impacting survival rate. Similarly, in a 10-year study Kern et al found three-unit FPDs made from monolithic lithium-disilicate ceramic showed 5- and 10-year survival and success rates that were similar to those of conventional metal-ceramic FPDs. This type of clinical success coupled with the speed and power of new scanners and design software allows larger cases to be easily and predictably done in a single visit.

Simplifying Implant Treatment

CAD/CAM technology simplifies every aspect of implant treatment: the treatment planning, placement, and restoration. The merging of cone beam data with that of an intraoral scan to generate a truly restorative-driven treatment plan lessens the stress of implant therapy, while also helping the clinician explain the process to the patient. Furthermore, custom surgical guides can be milled from this combined data, allowing for a higher level of predictability. Once placed, fabrication of custom zirconium or lithium-disilicate implant abutments is easily achievable, as is making a final impression from a multitude of scanning abutments, further simplifying the process. This along with laboratory precision-milled titanium bars and zirconium “all on 4” prosthetics is only achievable with modern CAD/CAM technology.

Future Is Now

CAD/CAM has been established in many universities as the standard of care. At the Medical University of South Carolina College of Dental Medicine, students have access to numerous CAD/CAM systems and begin their freshman year learning digital dentistry in dental morphology utilizing powerful computer tools to virtually wax teeth. Assessment of student work has been completely revolutionized through use of computerized evaluation software, which employs 3-dimensional (3-D) surface mapping technology that displays any deviations from the ideal as color-coded errors. For second-year dental students, an entire course is dedicated to chairside CAD/CAM, teaching 70 hours of material on digital dentistry. Before arriving at the clinic, each student will have scanned more than 100 quadrants. Even RPDs are done digitally at MUSC.

Indeed, digital dentistry has matured past being a “niche” market to become one of the most “disruptive innovations” the profession has seen.
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